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Across

4. capable of being farmed productively

5. showing sustained enthusiasm with unflagging vitality

9. put into service

10. designating the generation following the parental 

generation

14. a long rod or pole, especially the body of a weapon

15. habitually reserved and uncommunicative

16. an elaborate or deceitful scheme to deceive or evade

19. a crafty and involved plot to achieve your ends

27. a person who pleads for a person, cause, or idea

29. a fixed portion that is allotted

31. a small natural hill

32. a state of elated bliss

34. speak out against

35. spread or diffuse through

39. showing inventiveness and skill

41. an ardent follower and admirer

43. a medical dressing spread on a cloth and applied to the 

skin

47. move suddenly or as if unable to control one's 

movements

48. material consisting of seed coverings and pieces of 

stem

49. having sections or patches colored differently and 

brightly

50. surrender under agreed conditions

51. too old to be useful

Down

1. avoid one's assigned duties

2. the act of correcting again

3. express or state clearly

6. large deep serving dish with a cover

7. showing pensive sadness

8. making or willing to make concessions

11. a saying that is widely accepted on its own merits

12. the group following and attending to some important 

person

13. not capable of being changed

17. impossible to control

18. make dull or muddle, as with intoxication

20. a sudden happening that brings good fortune

21. a hairdo formed by braiding or twisting the hair

22. a piece of equipment or a tool used for a specific 

purpose

23. showing a brooding ill humor

24. a ceremonial dinner party for many people

25. gradually deprive of mother's milk

26. summon into action or bring into existence

28. dig up for reburial or for medical investigation

30. fix firmly

33. a long flag; often tapering

36. play or run boisterously

37. deserving or bringing disgrace or shame

38. get opinions by asking specific questions

40. prepare according to instructions

42. vigorous and animated

44. garden consisting of a small cultivated wood

45. with little or no preparation or forethought

46. foul and run-down and repulsive


